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Next Plus is HOME

Human Operations Management and Execution

No-Code Performance Support platform for human augmentation

for Manufacturing, and Maintenance.



KISS
How do we do it?



Performance
Support

Next Plus accompanies the employees in every step 
during manufacturing, test, diagnosis and fault fixing
processes. 

Just in time knowledge 
platform agnostic: 
AR, Mobile, Tablet, PC…



Data
Collection

Next Plus asks the 

relevant questions, 

requests input, 

connects to sensors 

(IIoT) & systems, and 

automatically adjusts 

the process



Actionable
Insights

Next Plus digests all the data collected 

and delivers actionable insights about 

productivity, quality, personnel and 

much more.



Process 
Improvement

With these actionable insights 

you can improve your products, 

processes and staff
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Connecting your personnel 
seamlessly to the Industrial IoT

Actual Industry 4.0

*We call this the HIoT – Human Internet of Things



Trusted by



What our customers say

Training Manager

"One of the biggest challenges of a training manager, is to 
minimize training time as much as possible. Saving the 
organization pricy resources and valuable time. In that 
regard, Next Plus has managed to dramatically improve 
training efficiency."

"In one of our case studies, from a 30-day training session for 
new customer technicians, we were able to decrease to an 
18-day session, by using Next Plus for on job performance 
support. That's 40% decrease in training time! But the really 
important part is that all this was done with no decrease in 
the quality metrics of the technicians over time."



What our customers say

Operations Manager

“Before Next Plus many of the most basic 
operations on the production floor would be time 
consuming, costly and would lack tracking abilities.”

“Now, thanks to Next Plus, personnel training time 
has decreased by 30% and production reporting 
time has gone down by 70%. Moreover, all essential 
manufacturing data has been aggregated into a 
single point of entry solution, allowing me to draw 
insights about quality, personnel and much more.”
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